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Developmental Cell
EditorialTransparencyHere at Dev Cell, like scientists everywhere, we are working hard to make sure that the science we publish is as clear and as repro-
ducible as possible. In this issue, we take a new step in this direction by introducing supplemental Protocols. In an effort to increase
transparency, Dev Cell is now encouraging authors of papers that use an interesting new protocol, or just a particularly challenging
one, to provide a detailed account of that protocol in a separate supplemental PDF.We hope that this addition will help guide readers
through the methods and make it easier for others to adopt, apply, and reproduce them. Because Resource articles are often
methods-driven, you can expect that most Resources published in Dev Cell will now include a Protocol (see Shen et al., pp. 625–
636). For regular research Articles, the frequency of Protocols will be lower, so we have created a separate Article+ section of our
table of contents to highlight the subset that incorporates some new element designed to increase transparency or reproducibility.
For now, this ‘‘+’’ will stand for the inclusion of a Protocol, but as we continue to roll out new initiatives, you may find other additions
associated with Article+ in the future. I also hope that, as these additions growmore common, the ‘‘+’’ in Article+ will become the wild-
type allele—a new normal—for most papers. Dev Cell’s first Article+ (seeWang et al., pp. 513–527) includes a supplemental Protocol
and can be found under the new Article+ section of our table of contents.
So much for the easy part.
As I beganwriting this editorial, Yoshiki Sasai made the tragic decision to end his own life. I don’t pretend to have any special insight
into the STAP controversy. However, I also don’t feel that I can ignore the horrible irony that this issue of the journal—intended for
months as a means to roll out Article+ and associated Protocols—now also includes an obituary for Yoshiki in the wake of his
own struggle with a very public examination of transparency and reproducibility.
Yoshiki Sasai was a longstanding contributor to Dev Cell, as both author and reviewer, and, much to our excitement, he agreed in
2012 to join our editorial board. His transition—from studying the developmental signaling that drives neural induction to his recent
achievements in autonomous organogenesis in culture—was and is inspiring to us here at the journal and to many in the scientific
community. As someone who helped Yoshiki start that odyssey more than 20 years ago, Eddy De Robertis has a special perspective
on Yoshiki’s legacy, and I hope you will appreciate Eddy’s obituary (pp. 509–511) as I do. It is a fitting tribute to Yoshiki’s remarkable
achievements as well as the highly engaged and engaging way he approached scientific research. The journal, like the community at
large, will greatly miss his presence and his contributions.
Since the wider research community is also struggling with issues of transparency and reproducibility, I think it is worth addressing
the journal’s role as well. Screening figure images for inconsistencies that suggest some form of error is important. Dev Cell is doing
so, and we will continue to expand our efforts in this area. However, that will only get us so far. Somemisconduct will go undetected,
some errors are not attributable to misconduct, and some irreproducibility is unrelated to either error or misconduct. This creates a
complex series of problems for the community to unravel, as well as the potential for that process to cause considerable pain. My
colleague, Deborah Sweet, discusses some of these issues in her recent Editorial in Cell Stem Cell, and I would encourage you to
read what she has to say. There are a few things I would like to add.
It isnotuncommontohear thequestion: If thedataare robustand reproducible,whydidn’t theauthorspresenta ‘‘prettier’’westernblot
in their paper?Obviously, rigorous repetition and appropriate quantitation are both important to support a conclusion. But a continuous
emphasis on presenting ‘‘typical best’’ data may sometimes lead to cases where the ‘‘best’’ is emphasized more than the typical, and
eventually, the perfect becomes the enemy of the good. The editorial practices of a journal, like the scientific training process itself, must
guard against the temptation to ‘‘beautify’’ data. Many types of data will never be as beautiful as the underlying biology.
I hope we can together mitigate the extent of our scientific misunderstandings, while maintaining the highest standards, by rein-
forcing scientific research with an environment of transparency, accurate presentation and representation of data, and mutual sup-
port for the iterative process of scientific inquiry, complete as it is with false starts, adjustments, and reinvestigations of things we
thought we knew. It is inevitable that complex biology will occasionally confound even the most scrupulous and rigorous research
program, ending in misleading results. Future investigations may change the interpretation of old data, and the distinction between
revising and refuting that interpretation can be fuzzy. Sometimes a Retraction is warranted to prevent confusion; however, that is not
a mark of shame when it is an honest effort to tell the scientific community that ‘‘the best we could do’’ a few years ago was not
enough to lead to the right conclusion (see, for example, the careful work summarized by Mirouse et al., 2013, describing how sub-
sequent progress revealed an unanticipated confound). I would therefore like to thank every one of our readers, authors, and re-
viewers who have taken the high road in acknowledging that uncomfortable truth and working to find a way forward. And I thank
you for entrusting Dev Cell with the fruits of your research.
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